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0 of 0 review helpful and the way he writes about love friendship and inevitable sorrow is gripping By Customer Have 
you searched a novel with informative snippets on tropical nature and animals A Blue Monkey is a book for you The 
author has a sharp eye on life and personalities in academia and the way he writes about love friendship and inevitable 
sorrow is gripping I d love to see a movie based on this script As a young boy visiting the Bronx Zoo Robert 
Alexander glimpses a very special monkey a blue monkey sitting in the shadows of a cage a blue monkey that appears 
to cry a tear So begins a lifetime quest to rediscover this most enigmatic creature a primate of such unusual disposition 
an animal whose very existence is unproven As a mystery turns into an adventure then evolves into an odyssey Robert 
is drawn ever deeper into the exotic hearts of Africa and South Am About the Author MJ Walker writes about natural 
history science and technology An award winning senior editor at New Scientist magazine and the British 
Broadcasting Corporation he now works as the editor of BBC Earth Born in 1973 he studied Zoology at the 
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